UniBar Gold Pass

Terms & Conditions

1. The Promoter of this competition is Wollongong UniCentre Limited (ABN: 28915832337) Building 11 Northfields Avenue, University of Wollongong NSW 2500.
2. By entering this competition, you agree to be bound by these terms and conditions.
3. The promoter may in its discretion refuse to award any prize to any entrant who fails to comply with these terms and conditions.

Competition Period

4. Competition begins 13/03/13 12.00am and ends 27/03/13 11:59.59pm
5. Any entry received after the end date of the competition will be deemed invalid.

Eligibility & Entry

6. Entrants must be 18 years or older
7. Entrants chosen friend to accompany them to UniBar gigs must be 18 years or older
8. Entrants must be a current UOW student and provide a current UOW student card as proof
9. Entrants must have a valid and legitimate Facebook account
10. Entrants must like the UniCentre Facebook page during the promotional period before the end date of 11:59:59pm 27/03/2013
11. The officers, management and employees of the Promoter, are not eligible to enter.

Prize

12. There is ONE (1) prize (the “Prize/s”). The Prize includes a 2013 Session One Gold Pass to the UniBar valid for the winner and the winner's chosen friend.
13. This pass entitled the winner and the winner’s chosen friend to all UniBar Gigs held in Session 1 from the prize draw date through until 30/6/2013
14. Pass is Valid for the pass holder and one friend from 28/03/13 until the 30/06/13
15. It is a condition of accepting the Prize that the Prize winner must comply with any conditions of use of the Prize and the UniBar and UniCentre’s directions or requirements.
16. The Prizes are not transferable or redeemable for cash. The Prizes or any element of the Prizes cannot be exchanged for any other Prizes. The contents of the Prizes will be at the Promoter's sole discretion. The Prizes are subject to availability and the terms and conditions of the entities supplying the Prizes and the venues where the Events are held.

17. If an element of the Prize is unavailable, for whatever reason, the Promoter reserves the right to substitute the prize for a prize of equal or greater value, subject to State Regulation.

18. The prize winner and their chosen friend accompanying them to UniBar Gigs must show a valid ID proving their age is 18 years or older at each UniBar gig they attend.

Winner Draw and Notification

19. The Prize Winner will be randomly selected from all eligible entries received at Wollongong UniCentre Ltd, Building 11 Northfields Avenue, University of Wollongong, NSW 2500 at 15:00 (AEST) on Thursday, 28 2013 at 9.30am.

20. Winner will receive a letter from UniCentre stating they are allowed to attend all UniCentre presented UniBar concerts and parties between the 28/3/13 and 30/6/13

21. Winners will be notified by personal Facebook message and also on the UOW UniCentre and UOW UniBar Facebook pages

22. Winners name will be added to a door list for all UniBar events and parties which are held between 28/3/2013 and 30/06/2013.

23. Winner must provide a valid proof of age card and UOW student card to prove eligibility for the Pass

24. The Promoter shall conduct such further draws as may be deemed necessary Wollongong UniCentre Pty Ltd Building 11 Northfields Avenue, University of Wollongong, NSW 2500 on Thursday, 4 April 2013 at 9:30 (AEST) to distribute any Prizes unclaimed by that date, subject to State Regulation.

General

1. UniBar is an 18+ venue, entry to all events will require winner and guests to provide a valid proof of age card

2. Winner and guests must agree to comply with all UniBar rules and regulations- Manager has the right to refuse entry if intoxicated or for any other reason at their discretion.

3. Guest MUST be present at arrival of party or gig with Pass holder to gain admittance

4. UniCentre reserves the right to revoke UniBar All Access Session Pass privileges at the discretion of the UniBar Manager

5. Pass is not valid for any private events hosted by UniBar

6. Pass is not valid for any UniCentre Conference and Function events
7. Information about upcoming events at UniBar can be found at www.unicentre.uow.edu.au/whatson

8. No responsibility will be taken by the Promoter or by UniBar for any changes in dates, times or cancellations or other arrangements that may prevent the prize winners from winning the Prizes or from attending the gigs.

9. A decision of the Promoter in relation to the conduct of the Competition is binding and conclusive and no correspondence will be entered into.

10. Entrants enter the Competition at their sole risk. With the exception of liability which cannot be excluded by law, the Promoter or the venue shall not be liable for any loss or damage which is suffered (including but not limited to indirect or consequential loss) or for personal injury suffered or sustained as a result of taking the Prizes or entering the Competition.

Authorised under NSW Permit No LTPS/12/00307,
If you require any further entry details please write to Wollongong UniCentre LTD (ABN: 28 915 832 337) at PO Box U100, University of Wollongong NSW 2500.